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Application and Participant Agreement  for Attending the Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems (CUAS) Sandbox  Suffield, Alberta, 12 September to 7 October 2022  
Multiple Submissions from one Applicant, and Restrictions for Prior Demonstrations to DND/CAF
Multiple submissions from one applicant are permitted, provided the solutions are thoroughly different from each other and not simply a variation of the same method or technology. Each solution must be submitted with its own complete application package.
of
Prior demonstration to DND/CAF. Please note that if your solution or a variant of it has been previously demonstrated to DND/CAF you will need to complete section 8.3 to substantiate why DND/CAF should consider your application to attend this Sandbox.
Sandbox Criteria vs End-State Operational Requirements
The criteria used in this Application Form represent the limitations and desired characteristics in order to prioritize and select the accepted Sandbox Participants. They do not represent final operational requirements for any current or future DND/CAF procurement program which may well be quite different.
Instructions
1.  Provide your answers to the questions in this Application Form by selecting from the available checkboxes and substantiating your selections in the corresponding text boxes. This will guide your description of your solution and how it aligns with the specific characteristics DND/CAF is interested in. Italics are generally used to provide context to a question. Bold text is used for the specific question at hand.
2.  All answers must be based on your solution’s current configuration at the time of application and the configuration you will bring to the sandbox, and not include intended future modifications even if those are planned prior to the sandbox.
3.  Unless otherwise indicated, text answers are limited to the visible box for each question. No attachments are permitted, and nor will any such other documentation be considered during the evaluation and selection process.
4.  Carefully read the Terms and Conditions you are required to consider and agree to as an Applicant and in order to be selected as a Participant to this Sandbox (see Section 8).
5.  Once completed, follow the Submission steps in the last section.
6.  The method for evaluating and scoring your application is described on page 3 of this form. The process for the full evaluation and selection of the actual sandbox Participants will be as detailed in the Call For Application information available on the IDEaS website.
7.  All Applications for the CUAS Sandbox must be submitted no later than 2 pm EST on April 13, 2022.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
The Applicant understands that the information provided may be accessible under the Access to Information Act (ATIA). No commercially confidential information which you submit will be disclosed unless otherwise authorized by you; required to be released by law (including ATIA); or required by theMinister of Public Works and Government Services or the Minister of National Defence, to be released to an international or internal trade panel for the purposes of the conduct of a dispute in which Canada is a party or a third-party intervener.
Information on the federal government’s ATIA is available on the following website: http://www.laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/A-1/ 
Any information that you wish to be considered as confidential should be annotated accordingly.
Note: Once an application is submitted, it is considered the final version for consideration. 
Disclaimer: For this Call for Applications, should there be a discrepancy between the content in this Application form and the information on the IDEaSCall For Application website, legal precedent is given to information on the IDEaS website.
Applicant information
1.3 - Company type  Please select one of the following:
1.4 - Company size
1.6 - Point of contact (please note: this will be the primary point of contact who will receive all official correspondence for this submission)
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Applicant information (cont'd)
1.7 - Statistical information (voluntary)
Innovation for Defence Excellence and Security (IDEaS) collects the following statistical information for aggregate reporting, which will not influence the evaluation of your proposal.
a.  Percentage of women in business ownership          
b.  Is the owner of the company a woman?         
c.  Percentage of women in the research/innovation team          
d.  Percentage of women at the senior management level in your company          
e.  Percentage of persons with disabilities in the research/innovation team         
f.   Percentage of Indigenous people in the research team          
g.  Percentage of visible minorities in the research team.          
h.  Do you offer accommodation to avoid/minimize discrimination in your workplace          
i.   Is there some analysis within the company to assess internal representation, distribution, participation of various groups?         
j.   Does your company conduct employment systems review to determine what barriers if any could exist to employment of designated groups (women, youth, indigenous people, people with disabilities)?         
1.8 - How did you learn about IDEaS / this opportunity?
Do you want to subscribe to IDEaS announcements?         
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How Will My Application be Scored?
All criteria are identified on the form as Mandatory, or Point Rated (which may include a minimum Mandatory PASS / FAIL score). The Criteria List on page 5 shows the relative weight by percentage for each criteria. On the form, each rated criteria includes its scoring schema on a scale of 0-100 pts. The total score for an application is the summation of all weighted scores. Consequently, the maximum score for a single application in total is 100 points.  If there is insufficient and/or no information provided to substantiate the reasonableness of your response and how and why it meets a criteria:
•   A FAIL may be assessed for any such PASS / FAIL criteria, or
•   Zero points may be awarded for any rated criteria, which may include a Mandatory FAIL if there is a minimum pass mark indicated.
An Application that is evaluated as a FAIL on any mandatory or point rated criteria with a minimum score will not be selected to attend 
the Sandbox.
SCORING OF POINT RATED CRITERIA.
Except for specific “Performance Point Rated Criteria” which will be evaluated as described below, for all other Point Rated criteria the Evaluator will consider the Applicant’s response and select the most appropriate “Raw Score” from its scoring schema, after which its Weighted score is determined by the formula:
Weighted Score = (Raw score) x (the product of its Percentage Weight Factors from the Criteria Table on Page 5)
“Point Rated Performance Criteria”. For criteria identified as “Performance”, an additional evaluation for determining the “Probability of Success”of achieving that claimed performance will be applied. The intent of this is to award full points for claimed performance that is support by successful testing;but to only award partial marks for performance claims that are not yet proven by appropriate testing. 
Applicants include a description of the testing conducted to date and why it substantiates the claimed level of performance. The Evaluator will then determine:
A.  Tested Performance Score. The score from the scoring schema for the highest level of successful testing achieved, as supported by acceptable and applicable testing documentation. Completed testing need not be identical to the described criteria, but must be comparable.
B.  Extrapolated Performance Score - Substantiated. The additional points from the scoring schema for any claimed extrapolated performance that exceeds the tested performance and is substantiated by acceptable reasoning. As this additional performance is not substantiated by valid testing these additional points will be multiplied by a factor of 80% to represent that residual untested risk.
C.  Extrapolated Performance Score - Partially Substantiated. The additional points from the scoring schema for any additional claimed extrapolated performance; however, one or more significant concerns remain, indicating the performance may not be attained. Consequently, these additional points will be multiplied by a factor of 50% to represent that residual untested risk.
D.  For all of the above categories, when the substantiation for the performance claimed is weak, poorly supported, inadequate, or not provided, 
no points will be awarded.
Example Scoring for a “Performance Criteria” for “Distance”:
Applicant response: 40 km distance claimed, with some testing conducted.
Example scoring awarded:
A.  12 km was properly tested.
•  Worth 30 pts from the scoring schema.
B.  Untested performance to 20 kms but fully substantiated by acceptable reasoning.
•  Worth 20 additional points.
C.  Untested performance to 32 kms, but only partially substantiated by acceptable reasoning.
•  Worth 40 additional points.
D.  Poor justification for the additional performance to do 40 km. Claim not accepted. 
•  Worth 0 pts
Raw Score = Tested Score (A) + (Points (B) x 80%)+ (Points (C) x 50%)
= 30 + (20 x 80%) + (40 x 50%)
= 66 points
Distance Weighted Score = (Raw score) x (Percentage Weight Factor) = 66 x 5% = 3.3 pts 
Distance Scoring Schema
Weight Factor 5%
Minimum Mandatory Score of 30 pts
Definition
Score
< 11 km
0 pts (FAIL)
11-19 km
30 pts
20-29 km
50 pts
30-39 km
90 pts
> 39 km
100 pts
HOW IS MY SCORE USED FOR SELECTING WHO ATTENDS THE SANDBOX?
Following the evaluation of all technical criteria, all Applications that achieve a “Pass” on all mandatory criteria and all minimum mandatory scores are placed into the pool of Qualified Applications. There is no minimum overall score required.  Acceptance into the pool of Qualified Applications does not constitute an invitation to participate in the sandbox.  Selections from the pool will be made as described on the website under the “Selection” tab.
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List of Technical Criteria and Weight Factors 
Each sub-section sums to 100%, at each level. The total Weight Factor for each criteria is the product of its hierarchy’s weight factors. 
Example: Type of Drones Detected = 75% x 50% x 60% x 5% = a Weight Factor (WF) of 1.13% of the total maximum application score of 100% In the event of a discrepancy between these numbers and those elsewhere, these numbers shall take precedence.
Section 1     PASS / FAIL     
Overview and Solution readiness level
Section 2     75%	        
Challenge Performance and Characteristics
2.1.     50%     Detect
2.1.1.     60%     Detect Characteristics
2.1.1.1.       Types of drones detected         
5%    
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.2.       Operating Conditions         
5%     
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.3.       Detection Range         
10%     
(WF 2.25%)
2.1.1.4.       Arc of Coverage         
10%
2.1.1.4.1.     Horizontal Arc          
50%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.4.2.     Vertical Arc          
50%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.5.       Passive Detection          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.6.       Recognize the Class of a UAV          
7.5% 
(WF 1.69%)
2.1.1.7.       Identify a UAS         
7.5%  
(WF 1.69%)
2.1.1.8.       Detection and Tracking of Swarms         
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.9.       Friend/Foe Discrimination          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.10.     Detection and Tracking of High Speed Targets         
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.11.     Locate the UAS’s Ground Control Station          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.12.     Speed of Solution Response          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.13.     Minimizing Human Resources and Training         
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.14.     Minimizing Operator Burden         
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.15.     Deployability / Ruggedness          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.16.     Solution Detectability         
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.1.1.17.     Additional Features          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
sub-total 100%
2.1.2.     25%     Integration into an External Command and Control System     (WF 9.38%)
2.1.3.     15%     Detect Operational Scenarios
2.1.3.1.       Operating Base          
40% 
(WF 2.25%)
2.1.3.2.       Mobile Vehicle          
15%
(WF 0.84%)
2.1.3.3.       Dismounted Personnel          
10%  
(WF 0.56%)
2.1.3.4.       Urban           
10%  
(WF 0.56%)
2.1.3.5.       RCN Frigate         
25%
(WF 1.41%)
sub-total 100%
2.2.     50%     Defeat
2.2.1.     60%     Defeat Characteristics
2.2.1.1.     Types of Drones Defeated          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.2.     Operating Conditions           
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.3.     Effective Range         
15%     
(WF 3.38%)
2.2.1.4.     Functional without Operator Line of Sight          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.5.     Defeat a Specific UAS         
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.6.     Defeat Swarms of UAS         
10%
(WF 2.25%)
2.2.1.7.     Defeating High Speed Targets          
15%
(WF 3.38%)
2.2.1.8.     Defeat the Target’s Ground Control Station          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.9.     Speed of Solution Response          
10%
(WF 2.25%)
2.2.1.10.     Exploiting the Data from the Target UAS           
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.11.     Minimizing Human Resources and Training         
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.12.     Minimizing Operator Burden          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.13.     Deployability / Ruggedness           
5%
(WF 1.13%)
2.2.1.14.     Additional Features          
5%
(WF 1.13%)
sub-total 100%
2.2.2.     25%     Integration into an External Command and Control System     (WF 9.38%)
2.2.3.     15%     Defeat Operational Scenarios
2.2.3.1.       Operating Base           
40%
(WF 2.25%)
2.2.3.2.       Mobile Vehicle         
15%
(WF 0.84%)
2.2.3.3.       Dismounted Personnel           
10%
(WF 0.56%)
2.2.3.4.       Urban          
10%
(WF 0.56%)
2.2.3.5.       RCN Frigate          
25%
(WF 1.41%)
sub-total 100%
Section 3     5%
Human Factors      (WF 5%)
Section 4     PASS / FAIL 
Test Plan, Hazards and Limitations
Section 5     10%   
Growth Potential      (WF 10%)
Section 6     10% 
Canadian Content      (WF 10%)
Total Score  100% 
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Section 1: Overview and Solution Readiness Level (this section only contains mandatory Pass / Fail criteria)
Solution category. For this sandbox, solutions are categorized via their basic CUAS capability as Detect, Defeat, or Detect & Defeat.
Select the category that applies to your solution (pick one now). This will enable/disable questions on the form to describe it:
1.1 - Alignment with the Detect Challenge. This is a mandatory PASS / FAIL criteria for the Detect component.
1.2 - Alignment with Defeat Challenge.  This is a mandatory PASS/FAIL criteria for the Defeat component.
1.3 - Integration of your Detect component to your Defeat component, if applicable.
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1.4 - Operator Functionality. This is a mandatory PASS / FAIL criteria.
1.5 - Solution Readiness Level (SRL). This is a mandatory PASS / FAIL criteria.
The proposed solution must have already successfully completed the work and testing associated with Solution Readiness Level 5 (SRL 5) or higher at the time of application. This ensures that solutions are ready for the integrated SRL 6 or higher testing that DND/CAF expects in a Sandbox.
Indicate the highest Solution Readiness Level (SRL) that your solution has already completed: 
FAIL:
PASS:
The evaluators will consider the substantiation text, photo, and video that follows below to assess your SRL.
To substantiate your selection, briefly describe the highest level of successful testing achieved and when it was done.
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To substantiate your SRL selection attach an untouched photograph of your solution, showing it in a "ready to operate" configuration. Please include a person or a tape measure in the image to provide an appreciation of the size of the solution:
.\attachPhoto.png
To substantiate your SRL selection, submit an untouched 3 minute or less real video (not a virtual creation), showing it in operation by the operator, in mp4 or .mov file format, 1080p.
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Section 2: Challenge Performance and Characteristics. Section 2 is worth 75% of the total score
Section 2.1 - Detect (only to be completed by solutions that include a Detect component).
Section 2.1.1   Detect Characteristics.  Worth 60% of the Detect score. Section 2.1.2   Detect Integration to an External Command and Control System.  Worth 25% of the Detect score. Section 2.1.3   Detect Operational Scenarios.  Worth 15% of the Detect score.
Section 2.1.1 - Detect Characteristics.
2.1.1.1 - Types of Drones Detected. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The threat type and its control configurations influence the effectiveness of a detection system for those threat types.
Select and explain all types of drones your solution can detect:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.1.1.2 - Operating Conditions.  A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
CAF conducts operations on a 24/7 basis in assorted climatic conditions which can influence the effectiveness of a CUAS system.
Select and explain what types of operating conditions your solution can effectively function in.
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.1.1.3 - Detection Range. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 2.25%.
For this criteria, use a target scenario of a NATO Class 1 Micro UAS of similar characteristics to a DJI Phantom 4, approaching the detector at a 45 track degree angle at 50 km/hr.
Select the detection range for your solution in this scenario and briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.1.1.4 - Arc of Coverage.
2.1.1.4.1 - Horizontal Arc of Coverage. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
Without operator actions, the solution can independently monitor a horizontal arc of sensing coverage in a brief period of time (less than 10 secs). For example, a fully and continuously rotating radar would scan 360 degrees.
Select the horizontal detection arc for your solution and briefly substantiate (i) how this is accomplished; and (ii) in what period of time/frequency:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.1.1.4.2 - Vertical Arc of Coverage. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
Without operator actions, the solution can independently monitor a vertical arc of sensing coverage in a brief period of time (less than 10 secs).
Select the vertical detection arc for your solution and briefly substantiate (i) how this is accomplished; and (ii) in what period of time/frequency:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.1.1.5 - Passive Detection. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution uses techniques to locate the UAS threat such that the use of its systems is not detectable by the enemy, and consequently our use of the solution does not reveal our location to the enemy.
0 points         The solution’s method would be detectable by an enemy sensor, with no reasonable mitigation offered.
50 points         The solution’s method would be detectable by an enemy sensor, but a significant and reasonable mitigation is incorporated in the solution or its method of use.
100 points         Detection of the solution by the enemy would be unlikely.
2.1.1.6 - Recognize the Class of a UAS. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.69%.
In addition to the basic detection of a UAS threat, DND/CAF is interested in solutions that can also recognize what the threat is.
Detection means that the solution is able to distinguish an object from the background clutter.
Recognition means that the solution is able to recognize the broad class of an object’s type (is it a mini/micro UAS, or a larger UAS, or an aircraft, etc.?), and by consequence reduce the likelihood of nuisance alarms.
Identify means that the solution is able to specifically determine details about the object detected, and differentiate between types of mini/micro UAS.
Is your solution able to recognize the broad class of an object’s type?   Briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.1.1.7 - Identify a UAS. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.69%.
In addition to the basic detection and recognition of a UAS threat, DND/CAF is interested in solutions that can also identify UAS threats.
Detection means that the solution is able to distinguish an object from the background clutter.
Recognition means that the solution is able to recognize the broad class of an object’s type (is it a mini/micro UAS, or a larger UAS, or an aircraft, etc.?), and by consequence reduce the likelihood of nuisance alarms.
Identify means that the solution is able to specifically determine details about the object detected, and differentiate between types of mini/micro UAS.
Is your solution able to specifically determine details about the object detected, and differentiate between types of mini/micro UAS?  Briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.1.1.8 - Detection and Tracking of Swarms. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution includes the capability to Detect swarms (3 or more threat UAS) and track each individual threat UAS within the swarm.
Does your solution have this capability?  If so, briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.1.1.9 - Friend / Foe Discrimination. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%
As the CAF increases its own use of UAS the airspace is becoming cluttered with friend and foe UAS.  Discrimination between the two is becoming increasingly important and the small size of UAS can make it difficult to fit them with onboard transponder or identification transmitters as doing so reduces their operational effectiveness for carrying other equipment.
Does your solution have a friend/foe discrimination capability? If so, briefly substantiate how this is accomplished, including what identification technology must be fitted to the friendly drones if required for your solution to do this.
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.1.1.10 - Detection and Tracking of High Speed Targets. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%
The speed of threat UAS is continually increasing and CAF requires a CUAS solution that can function against such high speed threats.
What is the maximum straight-line target UAS speed your solution is capable of detecting and tracking, measured with a DJI Phantom 4 target 1 km away flying perpendicular to line of sight from the solution’s detector.
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.1.1.11 - Locate the UAS's Ground Control Station (GCS). A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution includes the capability to locate the enemy UAS ground control station.
Does your solution have this capability? If so, briefly substantiate how this is accomplished, and at what ranges it can be done:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.1.1.12 - Speed of Solution Response. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
How quickly a CUAS system can respond is an important measure of the system’s functional effectiveness in an operational environment.
Assuming a pop-up threat is travelling at a 45 degree track angle towards the solution’s detector at a distance of 1 km at 50 km/hr, what is the time consumed from when the threat pops up to when its presence and track are determined and presented to the operator?
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.1.1.13 - Minimizing Human Resources and Training.  A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
When the CAF introduces new equipment and capabilities, it is advantageous if doing so does not require a new specialized type of job classification and can be done with minimal training, ideally achievable by all soldiers in a reasonable amount of time.  For the purposes of this question, assume that the intended operator of your solution has the skillset of a newly graduated basic soldier, familiar with personal equipment such as binoculars, night vision goggles, rifles, grenades, and machine guns, but not familiar with higher technology, air defence systems, radar, or automated detection/defeat technology.
Briefly describe (i) the specialized training a basic operator would require in order to use your solution; and (ii) the duration of that training.
0 Points         The solution is sufficiently complex that CAF would need to create a new trade to operate it.
10 points         The solution requires extensive training and knowledge that would restrict its use to specific CAF trades.
50 points         The solution is usable by the operator, but requires more than two weeks of training, or in a pre-deployment environment.
75 points         The solution is usable by the operator, requiring 2-5 days of training, and could readily be done in-theatre.
100 points         The solution is usable by the operator, requiring 1 day or less of training, and could readily be done in-theatre.
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2.1.1.14 - Minimizing Operator Burden. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution is simple to unpack, setup, and activate, and uses automated features to reduce the burden on the user to operate, monitor, and control the solution, ideally to a virtual "hands-off" level once activated.
20 points: Setup and Activation is simple, taking less than one hour.
Plus up to 80 additional points:
30 points:  Basic automated features included.
50 points:  Many automated features included but user monitoring or input still required.
80 points:  Hands-off level of automation.
2.1.1.15 - Deployability / Ruggedness. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
CAF needs to deploy its personnel and equipment to remote destinations in harsh environments.
Describe how your solution is designed for ruggedness, packaged for transport, including the number of pallets required and total weight (using 463L pallets that are 213 cm x 264 cm), as well as its physical and power footprint once unpacked and operating. 
2.1.1.16 - Solution Detectability. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution uses techniques to locate the UAS threat such that the use of its systems is not detectable by the enemy, and consequently our use of the solution does not reveal our location to the enemy.
0 points         The solution’s method would easily be detectable by an enemy sensor.
50 points         The solution’s method would possibly be detectable by an enemy sensor.
100 points         Detection of the solution by the enemy would be unlikely.
2.1.1.17 - Additional Innovative Detect Characteristics. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
While the preceding criteria describe Detect effects known and of interest to CAF, additional Detect features that are already incorporated into the solution can be described here at the Applicant’s discretion. Such features must be distinct in topic from the preceding criteria, and not simply an increase in the description of a previous or similar criteria.
0 points         There are no additional features of interest to CAF.
50 points         There are one or more additional features of some interest to CAF.
100 points         There are one or more additional features of significant interest to CAF.
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2.1.2 - Integration into an External Command and Control System - A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 9.38%.
The UAS threat is only one threat amongst many that CAF must constantly consider in a layered operational environment.  While a singular CUAS system may be quite capable, if its information and control cannot be integrated into a common command and control structure its functional utilization is diminished, requiring additional human resources to manually fill that gap, which reduces both efficiency and effectiveness of the system and the deployed force.  It is desirable that the utilized external command and control system is one already in use by the CAF.
Describe the extent to which your solution is already designed and tested to be integrated into an external command and control system, including:
1.  What specific external command and control systems have you (i) designed for; and (ii) successfully tested?
2.  What data/information is sent to the external system and in what format?
3.  What data/information can be received from the external system and in what format?
4.  What level and type of control of the solution is available to be manipulated via an external C2 system?
5.  What data/information and controls are only available by an operator directly using the solution’s internal control system?
Evaluation will be as follows:
•  Data/Information output from the solution to an external C2 system:
Plus
•  The solution can receive, process, and action external input and control from an external C2 system:
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2.1.2 - Integration into an External Command and Control System (cont'd)
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.1.3 - Operational Detect Scenarios. 
The solution's Detect capabilities are applicable to and aligned with one or more of the following operational scenarios.
Select each scenario that is applicable to your solution and if so for each provide a short explanation of:
1.  How it would be used for the scenario;
2.  How many systems would be required; and
3.  How many operators would be required.
Evaluators will consider all information in the application form to make the scenario assessments, with this scoring for each scenario:
•  The solution is not applicable, or too resource intensive to be practical for the scenario.                           0 points
•  The solution is moderately applicable, or requires significant resources to achieve the scenario                  50 points
•  The solution is highly applicable with an acceptable level of resources for the effect achieved.                  100 points
Defending a Forward Operating Base (FOB), airfield, or VIP conference location in which a Counter-UAS system can be in a static location once deployed, and where equipment size and power consumption is not a major issue.  The perimeter of the area to be defended is circle with a 2.5 km radius, so the combined location and quantity of the systems used must be within that circle with an effective range extending beyond that perimeter in all directions.
Defending a mobile vehicle force element such as a patrol of five vehicles, in which the CUAS system must be vehicle mounted and powered for mobility, creating a defensive bubble around the centre vehicle while on the move.
Defending a small element of 12 dismounted soldiers or a VIP group in a static location, in which case the counter UAS system and its power source must be “Person Portable”, ideally also operating while the group is on the move, creating a defensive bubble around the group.
Functional in urban scenarios such as complex and cluttered infrastructure, obstacles, and electromagnetic environment.  The area to be defended is a major city downtown location square of 4 city blocks, with office towers up to 10 stories high on the blocks to be defended and the surrounding area. 
Defending a ship that is (i) underway in littoral waters that vary from large straits to confined entries to harbours; and (ii) alongside a dock or anchored in a harbour. The equipment must contented with obstacles such as the ship's superstructure, the unique electromagnetic environment surrounding the ship, the various speeds and movements of a ship, a variety of coastal, urban, and port landscapes, and it must be able to withstand prolonged exposure to the marine salt environment.
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Section 2: Challenge Performance and Characteristics. Section 2 is worth 75% of the total score (cont'd)
Section 2.2 - Defeat characteristics (to be completed by solutions that include a Defeat component).
Section 2.2.1   Defeat Characteristics.  Worth 60% of the Defeat score Section 2.2.2   Defeat Integration to an External Command and Control System.  Worth 25% of the Defeat score Section 2.2.3   Defeat Operational Scenarios.  Worth 15% of the Defeat score
Section 2.2.1 - Defeat Characteristics.
2.2.1.1 - Types of Drones Defeated.  A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%
The threat type and its control configurations influence the effectiveness of a detection system for those threat types.
Select and explain all types of drones your solution can defeat:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.2.1.2 - Operating Conditions.  A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%
CAF conducts operations on a 24/7 basis in assorted climatic conditions which can influence the effectiveness of a CUAS system.
Select and explain what types of operating conditions your solution can effectively function in.
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.2.1.3 - Defeat Effective Range. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 3.38%.
For this criteria, use a target scenario of a UAS of NATO Class 1 Micro UAS of similar characteristics to a DJI Phantom 4, approaching the detector 
at a 45 track degree angle at 50 km/h.
Select the defeat range for your solution and briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.2.1.4 - Functional without Operator Line Of Sight. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
Once “fired”, the solution can continue and complete the defeat of the targeted UAS without requiring the operator to maintain their line of sight to either the solution or the target.
Is the operator required to maintain any line of sight during an engagement? Briefly explain:
2.2.1.5 - Defeat a Specific UAS. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
As the CAF increases its own use of UAS the airspace is becoming cluttered with friend and foe UAS.
Does your solution have the capability for the operator to select and defeat a specific drone from amongst the clutter of multiple drones?
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.2.1.6 - Defeat Swarms of UAS. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 2.25%.
The capability to defeat swarms of UAS in a short amount of time (either simultaneously or sequentially).
Does your solution have the capability to defeat swarms of UAS? If so, briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
2.2.1.7 - Defeating High Speed Targets. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 3.38%.
The speed of threat UAS is continually increasing and CAF requires a CUAS solution that can function against such high speed threats.  For this scenario make your calculations for a DJI Phantom 4 target 1 km away flying perpendicular to line of sight from the solution’s launch/fire location, and the target maintains a constant speed and direction until defeated.
What is the maximum straight-line target UAS speed your solution is capable of defeating in this scenario? Include a description of your solution’s defeat actions and timeline from the initial decision to engage through to defeat of the target and the time required.
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.2.1.8 - Defeat the Target’s Ground Control Station (GCS). A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution includes the capability to target and defeat the enemy UAS’s GCS.
Does your solution have the capability to target and defeat the GCS? If so, briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
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2.2.1.9 - Speed of Solution Response. A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 2.25%.
How quickly a CUAS system can respond is an important measure of the system’s functional effectiveness in an operational environment.
Assuming a pop-up threat is identified by a detection system (which may or may not be included in your solution), travelling at a 45 degree track angle towards your defeat solution’s location at a distance of 1 km at 50 km/hr, what is the time consumed from when the operator initiates the firing sequence to when the target is defeated?
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
2.2.1.10 - Exploiting the Data from the Target UAS. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution can capture the data from the target UAS (such as its position logs, sensor data, its video imagery, etc) through either (i) a cyber means; or (ii) by enabling the physical recovery of the target UAS itself, without destroying the target.
Does your solution have the capability to capture the data? If so, briefly substantiate how this is accomplished:
2.2.1.11 - Minimizing Human Resources and Training.  A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
When the CAF introduces new equipment and capabilities, it is advantageous if doing so does not require a new specialized type of job classification and can be done with minimal training, ideally achievable by all soldiers in a reasonable amount of time.  For the purposes of this question, assume that the intended operator of your solution has the skillset of a newly graduated basic soldier, familiar with personal equipment such as binoculars, night vision goggles, rifles, grenades, and machine guns, but not familiar with higher technology, air defence systems, radar, or automated detection/defeat technology.
Briefly describe (i) the specialized training a basic operator would require in order to use your solution; and (ii) the duration of that training.
0 Points         The solution is sufficiently complex that CAF would need to create a new trade to operate it.
10 points         The solution requires extensive training and knowledge that would restrict its use to specific CAF trades.
50 points         The solution is usable by the operator, but requires more than two weeks of training, or in a pre-deployment environment.
75 points         The solution is usable by the operator, requiring 2-5 days of training, and could readily be done in-theatre.
100 points         The solution is usable by the operator, requiring 1 day or less of training, and could readily be done in-theatre.
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2.2.1.12 - Minimizing Operator Burden. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
The solution is simple to unpack, setup, and activate, and uses automated features to reduce the burden on the user to operate, monitor, and control the solution, ideally to a virtual "hands-off" level once activated, aside from user input to fire any weapon.
20 points: Setup and Activation is simple, taking less than one hour.
Plus up to 80 additional points:
30 points:  Basic automated features included.  User data entry of some aspects still required.
50 points:  Many automated features included, but user monitoring or input still required.
80 points:  Hands-off level of automation.  User confirmation for firing only.
2.1.1.13 - Deployability / Ruggedness. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
CAF needs to deploy its personnel and equipment to remote destinations in harsh environments.
Describe how your solution is designed for ruggedness, packaged for transport, including the number of pallets required and total weight (using 463L pallets that are 213 cm x 264 cm), as well as its physical and power footprint once unpacked and operating. 
2.2.1.14 - Additional Innovative Defeat Characteristics. A Point Rated Criteria with a Weight Factor of 1.13%.
While the preceding criteria describe Defeat effects known and of interest to CAF, additional Defeat features that are already incorporated into the solution can be described here at the Applicant’s discretion. Such features must be distinct in topic from the preceding criteria, and not simply an increase in the description of a previous or similar criteria.
0 points         There are no additional features of interest to CAF.
50 points         There are one or more additional features of some interest.
100 points         There are one or more additional features of significant interest that would alter our current intentions in this field.
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2.2.2 - Integration into an External Command and Control System - A Point Rated Performance Criteria with a Weight Factor of 9.38%.
The UAS threat is only one threat amongst many that CAF must constantly consider in a layered operational environment.  While a singular CUAS system may be quite capable, if its information and control cannot be integrated into a common command and control structure its functional utilization is diminished, requiring additional human resources to manually fill that gap, which reduces both efficiency and effectiveness of the system and the deployed force.  It is desirable that the utilized external command and control system is one already in use by the CAF.
Describe the extent to which your solution is already designed and tested to be integrated into an external command and control system, including:
1.  What specific external command and control systems have you (i) designed for; and (ii) successfully tested?
2.  What data or information is sent to the external system and in what format?
3.  What data or information can be received from the external system and in what format?
4.  What level and type of control of the solution is available to be manipulated via an external C2 system?
5.  What data and controls are only available by an operator directly using the solution’s internal control system?
Evaluation will be as follows:
•  Data/Information output from the solution to an external C2 system:
•  The solution can receive, process, and action external input and control from an external C2 system:
Plus
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2.2.2 - Integration into an External Command and Control System (cont'd)
Documented Testing:  Describe the testing you have already conducted to substantiate this level of performance, including (i) how; (ii) when; and (iii) with what results the testing was done. Include a specific reference to the documented test report, or indicate “Test Not Documented”.
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2.1.3 - Operational Defeat Scenarios. A Point Rated Criteria.
The solution's Defeat capabilities are applicable to and aligned with one or more of the following operational scenarios.
Select each scenario that is applicable to your solution and if so for each provide a short explanation of:
1.  How it would be used for the scenario;
2.  How many systems would be required; and
3.  How many operators would be required.
Evaluators will consider all information in the application form to make the scenario assessments, with this scoring for each scenario:
•  The solution is not applicable, or too resource intensive to be practical for the scenario.                             0 points
•  The solution is moderately applicable, or requires significant resources to achieve the scenario                  50 points
•  The solution is highly applicable with an acceptable level of resources for the effect achieved.                  100 points
Defending a Forward Operating Base (FOB), airfield, or VIP conference location in which a Counter-UAS system can be in a static location once deployed, and where equipment size and power consumption is not a major issue.  The perimeter of the area to be defended is circle with a 2.5 km radius, so the combined location and quantity of the systems used must be within that circle with an effective range extending beyond that perimeter in all directions.  
Defending a mobile vehicle force element such as a patrol of five vehicles, in which the CUAS system must be vehicle mounted and powered for mobility, creating a defensive bubble around the centre vehicle while on the move.
Defending a small element of 12 dismounted soldiers or a VIP group in a static location, in which case the counter UAS system and its power source must be “Person Portable”, ideally also operating while the group is on the move, creating a defensive bubble around the group.
Functional in urban scenarios such as complex and cluttered infrastructure, obstacles, and electromagnetic environment.  The area to be defended is a major city downtown location square of 4 city blocks, with office towers up to 10 stories high on the blocks to be defended and the surrounding area. 
Defending a ship that is (i) underway in littoral waters that vary from large straits to confined entries to harbours; and (ii) alongside a dock or anchored in a harbour. The equipment must contented with obstacles such as the ship's superstructure, the unique electromagnetic environment surrounding the ship, the various speeds and movements of a ship, a variety of coastal, urban, and port landscapes, and it must be able to withstand prolonged exposure to the marine salt environment.
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Section 3: Human Factors (Section 3 is worth 5% of the total score available)
Human Factors. A Point Rated Criteria, with a Weight Factor of 5.0%.
DND/CAF follows the Canadian Government policy for Gender Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) to ensure that all programs take a gender and diversity sensitive approach to their work and solutions. It is recognized that for pre-production products still in development as would be appropriate for a sandbox, the inclusion of all aspects of human factors design may not yet be incorporated.
Describe how you incorporated gender analysis to include women, men, and non-binary people* into the human factors aspects of your solution, such as the operator station, controls, maintenance processes, etc.
*Non-Binary refers to a person whose gender identity does not align with a binary understanding of gender such as man or woman. A gender identity which may include man and woman, androgynous, fluid, multiple, no gender, or a different gender outside of the “woman-man” spectrum.
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Section 4: Test Plan, Hazards and Limitations (this section only contains Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria)
Test Hazards and Limitations. It must be feasible for the solution to be safely demonstrated and observed within the provided Sandbox test environment with due consideration to all safety, environmental, and any other applicable characteristics of the solution or limitations of the test environment.
It is anticipated that most solutions will readily fit within the limitations of the test environment; however, as the type and extent of such characteristics will vary from one solution to another and may not be known to Canada until the applications are submitted, pre-set limitations cannot be fully established in advance. Instead, Canada will:
•  Evaluate each potential hazardous characteristic of each application; and
•  Make a reasonable effort to accommodate all characteristics if possible, or limit the tests to mitigate the hazardous condition.
Each sub-criteria in this section will be evaluated as follows, each being a mandatory PASS / FAIL evaluation: 
PASS:
•  The identified characteristics can be safely accommodated in the Sandbox and the test can be conducted as proposed; and
•  Any required accommodations, or any limitations on what can be demonstrated, still result in a test plan of a reasonable value.
FAIL:
•  It is not reasonably possible to accommodate the characteristics of the solution and the proposed tests within the limitations of the test environment due to safety, environmental, risk, or other such condition; or
•  Any required accommodations, or any limitations on what can be demonstrated, result in a test plan that has no reasonable value, and is not worthwhile to conduct.
4.1 - Test Plan. This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
Complete the Test Plan Template to describe what you intend to demonstrate if you attend the Sandbox, and include it with your application.
PASS:         The proposed Test Plan is achievable within the requirements described on the test plan template.
FAIL:         The proposed Test Plan is not achievable and cannot be reasonably modified to create an acceptable Test Plan.
The requirements, options, and limitations for the Test Plan are described in detail in the Test Plan Template.
The proposed Test Plan must be achievable within the constraints, restraints, and requirements as described in the Test Plan Template and must include:
•  A minimum of a ½ day initial preparation period at the start of the Sandbox (morning of Day 1).
•  A 30 minute period for a daily operations/safety briefing and setup and is to be included each day.
•  The last demonstration each day must be completed to allow for daily site cleanup and security.
•  A minimum of a ½ day pack-up period at the end of the Sandbox.
•  Total duration of the plan must fit within the designated period for the sandbox, as described on the Test Plan template.
4.2 - Demonstrating the Integration of your Solution into an External Command and Control System.
DND/CAF is very interested in CUAS solutions that can be integrated into an external command and control system, as detailed and evaluated in section 2.1.2 and 2.2.2.  If your solution has such a capability we are interested in seeing that demonstrated at the sandbox if possible.  That possibility and commitment will be discussed and clarified with the selected participants on a case by case basis after the selection process.  
While not evaluated as a PASS / FAIL or scored technical criteria, during the selection process the committee may consider your ability to include a C2 demonstration as an aspect of the strategic selection parameters.  
To help us prepare for those discussions and potentially equip our sandbox for such C2 demonstrations, in this section please describe:
1.  Do you intend to demonstrate any C2 integration at the sandbox?
2.  If yes, please describe what you would demonstrate.
3.  If yes, are you bringing all of the required equipment for such a demonstration?
4.  If you do not have all of the required equipment, please fully describe all hardware, software, data, or other technology including its configuration and format you would need Canada to provide in order for such a C2 demonstration to occur. 
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4.3 - Additional Test Environment Requests. This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
The test environment provided by DND/CAF has been designed to enable demonstrations from the expected types of solutions; however, there maybe required resources that DND/CAF was not aware of.
Select from the following and describe and substantiate any additional supporting resources you require in the Sandbox, excluding time, funding, and personnel as such requests will not be entertained. DND/CAF will consider such requests with no commitment to make them available.
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4.4 - General Test Hazards and Limitations. This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
It is anticipated that most solutions will readily fit within the limitations of the test environment; however, as the type and extent of such characteristics will vary from one solution to another and may not be known to Canada until the applications are submitted, pre-set hazard limitations cannot be fully established in advance. Instead, Canada will:
•  Evaluate each potential hazardous characteristic for each solution; and
•  Make a reasonable effort to accommodate all characteristics if possible, or if feasible limit the tests to mitigate the hazardous condition.
4.5 - Airborne Drones. This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
The use of airborne drones introduces a variety of regulatory and license requirements which you must comply with.  Please select one of the following:
Regulations on the flying of drones in Canada are available from Transport Canada.  https://tc.canada.ca/en/aviation/drone-safety/learn-rules-you-fly-your-drone/find-your-category-drone-operation
You will be flying in a DND restricted airspace that we are permitting the flights to use.  The flight area is an open prairie landscape with no airports close by.  There is no need for you to overfly buildings or people, and no bystanders will be present.  Consequently, the type of operation you would be conducting would be considered a “Basic Operation” unless your drone exceeds 25 kg, or your intended flight parameters exceed those permitted by Transport Canada for “Basic operations”.
Prior to the sandbox you will have to provide the operator licenses and registration for your drone.  Failure to do so may prevent your attendance at the sandbox.
For Canadian operators, such licenses and registrations must be provided from Transport Canada.
For foreign operators (that is, you are not a Canadian citizen, permanent resident or a corporation incorporated by or under federal or provincial law and you want to fly in Canadian airspace), you must already be allowed to use the drone for the same purpose in your home country.
After selections to attend the sandbox are made, depending on the nature of the drone being employed and the types of operations you intend, or for foreign operators, you may need to apply for a Special Flight Operations Certificate (SFOC) prior to attending.  This will be determined with each selected applicant and we will provide some of the information required for submitting a SFOC at that time.
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4.6 - GPS Jamming.  This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
Solutions must not activate any GPS jamming equipment during their test as this specific test environment prohibits that activity. If the test can be conducted without the actual activation of the GPS jamming signal occurring, the test can still be conducted if the Innovator can substantiate the validity of still doing such a partial test.
Does your solution use GPS jamming?
4.7 - Radio Frequencies.  This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
Any solution that emits radio frequency energy must do so within the limitations of the test environment.  In general, solutions that transmit in the following bands, at a power no greater than 4W Radiated Power (EIRP) will be acceptable.
•  433.5MHz - 434.5MHz
•  902MHz - 928MHz
•  2.4GHz - 2.4835 GHz
•  5.725GHz - 5.875GHz
Regardless of the above, all solutions that do emit RF energy must submit an “Application for Spectrum Supportability” DND Form 552, as part of their application in order for DND to determine if the RF usage is supportable in the Sandbox.  The form is available from the IDEaS CUAS website.  For technical assistance on completing Form 552, direct contact with the following Subject Matter Expert is permitted:  
Mario Lavoie, DND Frequency Spectrum Management, 
Mario.lavoie2@forces.gc.ca
613-697-7925
Does your solution emit any Radio Frequency energy?
Note that 552 Section 14 on page 1 need not be completed at this time.  It will be done after the selection of the sandbox participants is made.
4.8 - Maximum Altitude and Range.  This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria. 
Regardless of accuracy or intent, the maximum potential altitude by any physical component of the solution must fit within the test environment.
4.9 - Explosives.  This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
The use of any explosives must be acceptable within the limitations of the test environment.  Subject to their characteristics, limited explosives can be permitted.
Does your solution use any explosives?
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4.10 - Lasers.  This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
Subject to their characteristics, lasers can be permitted. Lasers of power Class 3B or lower IAW ANSI Z136.1-2014 are generally permissible. 
Does your solution use lasers?
i.  Laser Wavelength;
ii.  Beam Divergence;
iii.  Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF);
iv.  Pulse Length; and
v.  Nominal Ocular Hazard Distance (if available).
4.11 - Other Hazards.  This is a Mandatory PASS / FAIL Criteria.
All other hazards not specifically mentioned above must be declared by the Applicant and must be acceptable for use within the test environment.
Does your solution have any other hazards that are not already covered above?
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Section 5: Growth Potential (Section 5 is worth 10% of the total score available)
Typically the life cycle for many solution follows a developmental path with a slow start for initial iterations followed by a period of accelerating cycles of developments with major improvements or leaps in performance and production efficiency, culminating in a flattened plateau as the limits of that methodology are reached and further growth slows. DND/CAF is interested in solutions with a strong growth potential.
In relation to the state of the art for the technologies and methods used by the solution, describe the solution’s future growth potential, including substantiation for, and by what factor, its performance is reasonably expected to increase and be available for operational use in each of the next two, five, and ten year time periods.
Each time period below is evaluated independently if claimed. The described growth for each time period must be: 
1.  Substantively different and an Improvement; and
2.  Be available for operational procurement and use; in the timeframe selected; and
3.  Be of interest and relevance to DND/CAF.
For example, if performance will be doubled in 10 years but not available until then, no points are awarded for growth in the two and five year periods.
Select each projected growth period that is applicable to your solution, and if so provide a short substantiation for why it meets the three 
sub-criteria above.
Section 6: Canadian Content (Section 6 is worth 10% of the total score available)
6.1 - Canadian Content. A Point Rated Criteria, with a Weight Factor of 10.0%.
Describe the level of Canadian Content directly associated with your solution. What proportion of the solution consists of Canadian goods and/or services? For example, was the research and development conducted in Canada, was the prototype built in Canada, are you using materiels from Canadian suppliers, are you partnering with any Canadian companies on this solution, etc.?
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Section 7: Supplemental Information
The following information will not be evaluated to determine your acceptance into the Sandbox, but will be used by DND/CAF to better preparefor your participation:
7.1 - The Sandbox is open from 12 September - 7 October 2022. Notionally there will be two Participants per week in the Sandbox, subject to the optimal scheduling of the selected Applicants and the duration of their test plans. While DND/CAF will determine the precise Sandbox period for each Participant, please rank the available weeks in order of your preference, while understanding that it may not be possible to satisfy that order:
Rank (1 - 4):
•  Week 1: 12 - 16 September 2022 (excludes arrival and departure travel days).
•  Week 2: 19 - 23 September (excludes arrival and departure travel days).
•  Week 3: 26 - 30 September 2022 (excludes arrival and departure travel days).
•  Week 4: 3 - 7 October 2022 (excludes arrival and departure travel days).
•  I have no preference and will attend any week.
7.2 - My solution includes Controlled Goods          
For further information on the Controlled Goods Program, visit the website:  
https://www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/pmc-cgp/index-eng.html
7.2.1 - If "Yes", Applicants must identify and confirm that they are registered in the Controlled Goods Program with Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC), or are excluded or exempt from registration in the Controlled Goods Program with an explanation therefor:
7.2.2 - If "Yes", Applicants must identify any Controlled Goods used in their proposed solution to the Department of National Defence. Controlled Goods are defined in the Defence Production Act and the Controlled Goods List is contained in the Schedule (Section 35) of the Act.
7.3 - I am open to other Participants observing my solution during the Sandbox. If not, DND/CAF will make a best effort to limit observations of your solution         
7.4 - I am open to companies other than Sandbox Participants observing my solution (such as a Visitor’s Day)          
7.5 - I am open to members of the media observing my solution during the Sandbox         
7.6 - I am open to representatives from other Canadian federal or provincial agencies observing my solution (such as but not limited to RCMP, other police services, border security, etc). There is no commitment that such representatives will be present at the Sandbox, it is just a possibility           
7.7 - I am open to defence and security representatives from other countries observing my solution (such as but not limitedto military and government officials from the USA, UK, Australia, etc). There is no commitment that such representativeswill be present at the Sandbox, it is just a possibility          
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Section 8:  Terms and Conditions of Applying to and Participating in the Sandbox
In applying for the Sandbox each of the following terms and conditions must be accepted and abided by. Failure to do so constitutes groundsfor rejecting the Application, or after acceptance constitutes grounds for removal from the Sandbox as a Participant.
Read and acknowledge your acceptance of each condition using the associated checkboxes.
8.1 - Sandbox Criteria vs Operational Requirements. I understand that the criteria used for this Sandbox as presented in this Application Form represent the limitations and desired characteristics in order to prioritize and select the Sandbox Participants; and that they do not represent final operational requirements for any current or future DND/CAF procurement program which may well be quite different.
8.2 - I understand that aside from additional safety information that may be attached to my application in response to Section 3, Test Hazardsand Limitations, the evaluation of my Application will be based solely on the information in this form and my test plan. No other attachmentsare permitted, and nor will any other documentation be considered during the evaluation and selection process.
8.3 - Prior demonstration to DND/CAF.
•  Has your solution or a variant of it previously been demonstrated to, loaned to, or purchased by DND/CAF?This only includes such activities made directly to or for DND/CAF. It does not include activities hosted by another country or agency where Canada was an observer         
•  If “Yes”, describe when and where this was done, and given that DND/CAF has consequently already seenor experienced your solution, substantiate why DND/CAF should consider your application to attend this Sandbox? What has changed?
Given the above, in submitting this application the Applicant accepts that regardless of any evaluation or points scored, or relative standing against other Applications, DND/CAF can reject this application to attend the Sandbox at their sole discretion.
8.4 - Timing. The specific time period each selected Applicant may offered is non-negotiable and may not be their preferred time.
8.5 - Acceptance. Upon notification of being accepted, the selected Applicant has five business to accept the offer and any supplemental conditionsit may include. Failure to notify the CFA Authority within five business days will be interpreted as a rejection of the offer and DND/CAF,without notification, may then proceed with alternate Applicants.
8.6 - Cost Sharing. Under the cost sharing model as explained in the Call For Applications, the cost ceiling for this Sandbox is $24,000and the maximum share provided by DND/CAF to Participants is $12,000 or 50% of eligible expenses, whichever is less.
8.7 - Safety and Security. The Participant agrees to abide by all reasonable safety and security protocols that may be imposed during the Sandbox including those related to COVID.  Participants are responsible to ensure they and their equipment meet and follow all entry or transit requirements imposed by all applicable authorities for their itinerary in order to arrive at the sandbox location ready to commence their demonstrations on schedule.
8.8 - Controlled Goods. If applicable, the Participant agrees to undertake all Controlled Goods requirements.
8.9 - Insurance.
•  At its expense, the Participant must obtain insurance commensurate with the complexity and magnitude of its planned demonstration; 
to fulfill its obligations as a Participant in the Sandbox; and to ensure compliance with any applicable law.
•  The Participant must maintain the required insurance coverage for the duration of the Sandbox. Compliance with the insurance
requirements does not release the Participant from or reduce the liability inherent in becoming a Participant at the Sandbox.
•  The Participant must forward to the CFA Authority at least two (2) weeks prior to the commencement of the Sandbox, a Certificate 
of Insurance evidencing the insurance coverage and confirming that the insurance policy complying with the requirements is in force. 
For Canadian-based Participants, coverage must be placed with an insurer licensed to carry out business in Canada, however, 
for Foreign-based Participants, coverage must be placed with an insurer with an A.M. Best Rating no less than “A-.” The Participant must, 
if requested by the CFA Authority, forward to Canada a certified true copy of all applicable insurance policies.
8.10 - Liability.
•  The Participant is liable for any damage caused by the Participant, its employees, subcontractors, or agents to Canada or any third party. Canada is liable for any damage caused by Canada, its employees or agents to the Participant or any third party. Canada and the Participant agree that no limitation of liability or indemnity provision applies to this CFA unless it is specifically incorporated in full text in this CFA. Damage includes any injury to persons (including injury resulting in death) or loss of or damage to property (including real property) caused as a result of or during the performance of the Sandbox. DND/CAF has no responsibility for maintenance, repair, loss, or damage to any Participant’s materiel or equipment during or as a result of the Sandbox. Subject to Section 12.9, Participants are fully responsible for insuring their own personnel, equipment, and activities at their discretion.
8.11 - Access to Information. All Applicant and Participant consultations are documented and this information is subject to the Access to Information Act. Applicants should identify any submitted information that is to be considered as either company confidential or proprietary. DND/CAF will not reveal any designated confidential or proprietary information to public and/or third parties, except for independent consultant(s) who may participate in theCFA process.
8.12 - IDEaS Program Surveys. As a condition of the program, Participants are required to respond to short surveys from IDEaS for up to two years following completion of the Sandbox. The results of the surveys will feed into the measurement of performance indicators through the reporting requirements of the IDEaS program.
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Section 8: Terms and Conditions of Applying to and Participating in the Sandbox (cont'd)
8.13 - Public Affairs / Communication notification. The Government of Canada retains the right to make primary Sandbox announcements.  Canada and the Participant shall consult with each other, after the Sandbox selection, about all proposed news releases or public announcements relating to the Sandbox. This is to provide all parties sufficient notice of key Sandbox communications, and, where appropriate, the time to determinea course of action (including a mutually agreed date and location), line up representatives and prepare joint material. Notwithstanding the advancenotice requirement, consent shall not be unreasonably withheld by either Party if a news release or public announcement must be issued in less than15 working days as the result of unforeseeable circumstances, including matters of public safety or where an emergency response is required.
8.14 - Participant Tasks.
•  By applying to attend a Sandbox, the Applicant is agreeing to undertake the generic tasks as shown in the table below if they are selected 
to attend the Sandbox and become a Participant.
•  Refinement of these generic tasks for any specific Sandbox will occur collaboratively with each Participant after acceptance into 
the Sandbox is confirmed.
•  Failure by the Participant to complete any task on schedule constitutes grounds for removing the Participant from attendance 
at the Sandbox.
Participant Task List
Task
Title
Description
Timing
The following tasks must be completed prior to the Sandbox.
1
Initial Planning Meeting
Attendance via telecon or video conference.
2
Additional meetings
Attendance via telecon or video conference.
3
Controlled Goods
If the solution involves Controlled Goods, follow the procedures for the Government of Canada Controlled Goods process (https://www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/pmc-cgp/index-eng.html).
4
Final Test Plan
Submit Final Test Plan for DND approval.
5
Final Personnel List
Submit list of personnel attending with supporting contact and security information.
6
Final Equipment and Materials List
Submit Final Equipment and Materials list, including all hazardous materials.
7
Cost Sharing Estimate
Submit forecasted expenditures that may be eligible for reimbursement under the cost sharing process (see the Funds Tab on the CDIS Webpage).
8
Safety Templates
Submit all applicable safety templates, such as explosive, laser, emissions, etc.
9
Schedule of Movements
Make all arrangements for moving all required Participant personnel and equipment to/from 
the test site. Submit the associated schedule to the Sandbox Manager.
10
Additional Tasks
Complete all additional tasks as may be mutually agreed prior to the Sandbox.
11
Declaration of Readiness 
to Attend
Submit their “Declaration of Readiness to Attend”, which states that all required equipment 
and personnel are ready to attend the Sandbox and conduct the demonstration as planned 
and on schedule, all shipping, transportation, and accommodations requirements are booked and confirmed, etc.
The following tasks must be completed during the Sandbox
12
Arrival
Confirm all equipment and personnel have arrived in the vicinity of the Sandbox.
13
Sandbox Day 1 
Move all personnel and equipment to the designated storage area in the Sandbox, attend 
the Sandbox in-brief, and make required preparations to commence the first demonstration.   If scheduled, conduct the corresponding demonstrations.
Daily Plan
14
14.1
Daily Briefing
Attend Daily Briefing to confirm coordination of activities by all personnel (DND and Participant).
14.2
Integration into the 
Test Site
All equipment and personnel are moved to the test site and prepared for operations 
to commence.
14.3
Integration Testing
Confirmation that the solution is properly setup, functioning and ready to commence 
the demonstration.
14.4
Demonstration of Scenarios
As per the approved Test Plan.
14.5
Daily Securing of equipment and personnel
As needed if the demonstration lasts multiple days.
15
Sandbox Final Day and Full Site Cleanup
After the last demonstration for that solution is concluded, the Participant must attend 
a Sandbox Out-Brief and departure administration, remove all equipment and personnel 
from the test site, and arrange for any required shipping and transportation.
16
Departure
The following tasks must be completed after the Sandbox
17
Post-Sandbox Administration
All required post-sandbox administration is completed with DND/CAF, including submission of any applicable financial documentation, reports, etc.
Two weeks after acceptance
As required
One month prior 
to the Sandbox
As required
Two weeks prior 
to the Sandbox
No later than the evening prior to the Sandbox commencing
Day 1
As scheduled
Prior to departure
As scheduled
Within two months
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Section 9: Submission of Application
You are about to submit your Application. By proceeding to do so:
•  You certify that you have the authority to submit this information.
•  You certify that you and the organizations that support this application understand that no funding will be disbursed based on the Application Process.
Once your application has been received, the Applicant will receive a confirmation email. Please ensure that the contact information has been correctly included on this application.
To submit your application:
•  Method of Submission.  Applications and all attached forms must be submitted via the Epost system as follows:
•  Obtain an Epost account.  If you intend to apply to a Sandbox, send an email to the Sandbox Team to request a Sandbox Epost account.  Do this in advance of 6 April 2022 to ensure your account is created well before the submission deadline.
Sandbox Team:  IDEaSSandboxes-EnvironnementsprotegesIDEeS@forces.gc.ca
•  Complete the Application forms.
•  Sandbox Application and Participant’s Agreement form (mandatory). By submitting this form, the Applicant is not only proposing their solution for inclusion in the Sandbox, but is also formally agreeing to accept and undertake the terms and conditions contained within the form if they are selected as a Participant to attend the Sandbox.
•  Test Plan template (mandatory).
•  The DND 552 Spectrum Supportability form, if applicable.
•  An untouched real video (not a virtual creation) of your solution, showing it in operation, in mp4 or .mov file format, 1080p. 
•  All Applications for the Sandbox must be submitted no later than 2 pm EST on April 13, 2022.
Applicant Authorizing Officer
I attest that the information submitted is a true representation of our solution, its characteristics, and its performance, based on its current configuration at the time of application, and does not include intended future modifications, even if those are planned prior to the sandbox.  The configuration described in this application is the configuration we will demonstrate at the sandbox if selected to attend.
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DND 4823-E - Application and Participant Agreement for Attending the Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems (CUAS) Sandbox  Suffield, Alberta, 12 September to 7 October 2022  
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